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So many animals!
Pets returned.
Big Bird’s puppeteer
What happened next?

Pull Apart! This publication
is arranged as eight “nested”
weekly lesson sheets.

A black-headed parrot is safe at the park.

Many wonderful creatures live here.
A coati walks
on a trunk.

People stole them from their homes.
Others rescued them. Now they are safe.
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READ MORE
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School children visit. They learn to care
for the animals.

8

S!

Parrots, coatis [coh-WA-tees], and
golden frogs live in a park in Colombia.

A white-crested harpy eagle whistles at school children in this park. Golden poison frogs,
tiger cats, and toucans also are here. Fifty kinds of rescued animals live in the park. People
called “traffickers” stole the animals. They wanted to sell them. But Colombia wants to keep
its animals. They are protected here. This is where kids learn how important their country’s
animals are. Isaiah 44:24 reminds us that God is the creator of these animals. It
says, “I am the LORD, who made all things.”
AP Photos
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A pet rescue team poses for a picture.

Susan Cortopassi was happy
to find Big Ernie after
the Carr forest fire.

Bella beat the blaze.
A wildfire burned in California.

Her owners couldn’t find her. They were
safe too. But they missed their cat.

Captain Steve
Millosovich rescues
some cats while
fighting a fire in
California.

READ MORE

Bella’s family lost their home in the California Carr Fire. They lost their cat too. They looked
and looked for her. But wait! There is good news. The phone rang six weeks after the fire.
Someone had found Bella! She was alive! A pet rescue team returned Bella to her happy
family. Eighty other pets that were lost in the disaster have been found. They were given back
to their owners. Jeremiah 17:17 tells us that God is our refuge in the day of disaster.
Acorns and other foods squirrels love were plentiful in New England last year. Lots of kits
were
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READ MORE

Bella bolted out the door. She was scared.
Cats do not like fire. Bella hid. She was safe.

Big Bird sang,
“I am happy
to be me.”

Mr. S. and
Oscar the
Grouch

Mr. S. was happy to be
the puppet Big Bird for
nearly fifty years.
He was the puppeteer.
Now he is 84 years old.
His body got tired.
It was time to stop his
joyful work.

s

READ MORE

READ MORE
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You still will see Big
Bird on “Sesame Street.”
Matt Vogel is happy to
be Big Bird now.

Psalm 139:14 says, “I praise you, for I am fearfully and wonderfully made.” That is
true about you. And it is true about people who make puppets come to life. Carroll Spinney
wanted Big Bird to learn with the kids who watched “Sesame Street.” But being inside the
costume of a tall yellow bird was not easy. Mr. S. began to lose his balance. It was
time to let someone else take over. Big Bird will not change. His new puppeteer Matt
Vogel plans to keep him just the way he is.
AP Photos
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First, kids made puppets. That square is numbered 1. Then they decided it would
be fun to make a theater, and put on a show. Number the boxes in the correct order.
Below each drawing, circle a word that goes with that picture.

chairs

box

4

sock

puppets

show

box

curtains

glue
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Justin Sours
carries a
damaged hive.
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Bee rescue
Model maker’s city
Baby sign language
Matching shapes

Hurricane hurt lasts a long time.
Little blossoms fell off tupelo [TOO-pell-oh]
trees. There was no nectar. Bees would die.
Beekeepers bought corn syrup
and pollen for their bees.

Bees like
tupelo tree
blossoms.

Will tupelo trees bloom in spring?
Will there be tupelo honey?
Tupelo
honey is
the best!

READ MORE

Beekeepers work
after the hurricane.

Hurricane Michael hurt all kinds of farm crops. People in the small town of Wewahitchka,
Florida, raise honeybees. The bees take nectar and pollen from white tupelo gum trees. They
make sweet, golden honey. But many tupelo trees were damaged in the hurricane. Beehives
also were knocked down. Bees died. Farmers wonder if there will be any tupelo honey
this spring. Some people say tupelo honey is the sweetest taste in the world. But
Psalm 119:103 reminds us that God’s word is even sweeter than honey.
AP Photos
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Is this real?

Mr. Gieg works on his model.

The city of Lynn looked like
this one hundred years ago!
Todd G. looked at old maps and
photos. Then he built a mini city.
He made boats and a railroad.
Buildings look like they once did.
The water and grass seem real too.

2
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Todd Gieg wanted to build a model train for his young son. So he learned about the railroads
that ran through Lynn long ago. He began making miniatures of everything that was in the
town. He has placed these objects exactly where they once were onto big tables. Some of
them are now in the Lynn Museum. Mr. Gieg wants other people to share in his work. He so
enjoys doing it. Ecclesiastes 3:13 tells us that “everyone should take pleasure in
all his toil—this is God’s gift to man.”
AP Photos
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READ MORE

Mr. G. shares his work with
others. It is in a museum.

Baby sign language
Babies have a lot to say!
They giggle and babble and grunt.
Babies wave and clap and point.
Abby Cook shows babies how to
talk with their hands.

Baby Grace
signs with
her mom.

Mrs. Cook
teaches babies
to talk with
their hands.

READ MORE

READ MORE

eat

drink

more

Baby Jeremy
practices.

finish

play

now

tired

hurt

mom

dad

yes

no

Mrs. Cook teaches baby sign language classes. Babies have fun learning new words. Words
like “help” and “stop” and “go” are easy words to sign. Words like “milk” and “all done”
and “more” help babies say what they need. Babies are happy to talk with their
hands! Psalm 139:4 tells us that God knows our words even before we say them.
AP Photos
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A storm came. These dogs got lost. Can you match each shape to a dog? Look carefully at the
ears and how the dog is sitting or standing. Then find the outline that matches that dog. Write
the dog’s letter on its matching shape. What do the letters spell when you are finished?

Y

A

N

R
D

4
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Horses. Riders. Bison.
It’s a roundup!

Riders on horseback herd bison.
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Counting bison
Visiting a glacier
Japanese tops
Hidden pictures

Ready for
the roundup!

Antelope Island is not big.
Hundreds of bison live there.
And over one hundred calves are born
each year. Park rangers must make room
for them. So they have a bison roundup!

READ MORE

The bison are counted. Some get shots.
Others are sold. The rest go back home.
Antelope Island State Park in Utah is not a large place. Pronghorn antelope, bighorn sheep,
and mule deer also live there. These animals will not kill bison. People must keep the number
of bison between 500 and 700. Then there will be enough food for all the animals. Park
rangers check the health of each bison. They auction some off. They let the rest return
to their pastures. Jeremiah 23:3 tells us that God lovingly gathers His people
and brings them back to His safe pastures.
AP Photos
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Melting ice
is a problem
in China.

Tourists view a
glacier at the
Jade Dragon
Snow Mountain.

The South Pole has the most glacier ice in the
world. Places near the North Pole are second.
Parts of Asia are third. China is in Asia.
Some people in China worry. The ice has
been melting. The glaciers are smaller.

2
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READ MORE

Scientists call this part of Central Asia the “Third Pole.” Its glaciers are about the size of
Texas and New Mexico combined. The melting ice water flows into Asia’s ten largest rivers.
That water supplies billions of people. It is good to care for the things God created to nourish
us. Scientists measure the glaciers, take photos of them, and keep track of the water coming
from them. But many of them do not believe the words of Psalm 147:17-18. They remind us
that the Lord “hurls down His crystals of ice like crumbs” and then He “melts
them” and “makes the waters flow.”
AP Photos
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READ MORE

Water from the glacier flows into this lake.

China is a dry country. What will happen
if much more ice melts?

Bright tops twirl.

Top carver, Hiroi Michiaki

Snakes coil.
Cats grin.
A messenger
wobbles
round and round.

e
d.

People in Japan
once carved Edo [EE-doh] spinning tops.
Only a few people know how to make
these tops today. Mr. M. is one of them.

READ MORE

READ MORE

He has a shop. People come to learn
how to carve the colorful toys.
“And the streets of the city shall be full of boys and girls playing,” says Zechariah 8:5. The
Edo tops carved long ago by Japanese craftsmen look as if children were meant to play with
them. But adults were the ones who used them. Often the tops were made to look like an actual
person. Hiroi Michiaki teaches other people how to carve and decorate the intricate tops.
He has a shop in Sendai, Japan. Here he spends hours carving and painting.
AP Photos
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football

elephant

dolphin
fire hat
golf club
knife
iron

shoe

4

glasses

hammer

pants

Lincoln

Find all of these things in the picture.
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Choctaws run
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Choctaw horses
Sloshing in Venice
Selling old watches
Math and differences

Will DeSoto have a big family?

Bill Brown
pets DeSoto.

American Indians rode
Choctaw horses long ago.
Few are left.

READ MORE

Cowboys ride
Choctaws 100 years ago.

DeSoto [di SOH-toe] is a
Choctaw. He was the last
one his owner had!
Now the horse is on
a new farm. Other
Choctaws live there.
People hope DeSoto will
be the father of many
Choctaw horses.

The Choctaw Indians once had many horses. These were small but strong. Their story is sad.
The Indians lost their land. They lost their horses too. Choctaw horses are rare today.
But this horse family will be big again. King Solomon had a huge horse family.
He had thousands of horses! Read 1 Kings 4:26.
AP Photos
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Venice is a beautiful old city in
Italy. But it has a problem. It floods.
High winds pushed water from the
sea into the city last fall.
Workers build flood-gates around
the city. But it is taking a long time.

A seagull swims
down the street!

So moms, dads, and kids pull on
their high boots. They slosh off to
school and work!

Do
we

Ou
do
peo
tha

Th
are

Floods are ordinary here.

2
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READ MORE

This lovely city was built on 118 small islands. The city sinks a bit every year. Ground under it
is squishy mud. The November flood was the highest Venice has had in ten years. A floodgate project was begun 15 years ago. It is called the “Moses Project.” (Can you guess why?)
There have been delays. It isn’t yet finished. Psalm 29:10 reminds us that God has
power over all things—even floodwaters. He “sits enthroned over the flood”!
AP Photos
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READ MORE

People slosh around
flooded streets and
walk on platforms.

s.

Is it just a watch?

e

Do you know many people who
wear watches?

e.

Our phones tell time today. We
do not need watches. But some
people look for fancy watches
that someone else once owned.

READ MORE

READ MORE

The watches are made well. They
are lovely. They last a long time.

People today do not buy as many ordinary watches as we once did. But the number of
people who buy pre-owned luxury watches is growing. It is not so much about telling time.
People like the idea of having something that has been handmade and will last a long time.
And already-used fancy watches cost far less than buying the same thing brand-new. God
created us to remember the past, live in the present, and hope for the future.
Ecclesiastes 3:1 reminds us that there is “a time for every matter under heaven.”
AP Photos
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The cook made blueberry pancakes with maple syrup. Each
pancake in the stack has the same number
example
of blueberries as the pancake on top.
How many blueberries are in each stack?
Write your answers in the circles.

9

A
Extra Credit: Can you find 3 things about each lumberjack that are
different from the lumberjack in picture A? Describe the differences.

4
3GB19_Sec4_07-26.indd 26
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Would you race a high wheeler?

LESSON

READ MORE
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Tall, tall bikes
Bees for alfalfa
Russian boots
Find fun mistakes

The penny-farthing bicycle was a
hit two hundred years ago. Some
people still love these old bikes.
They race them once a year.
It is risky. A man ripped his pants
getting onto the bike. People
might hit a curb. Others could fly
over the front tire!

Bicycles were just being invented 200 years ago. Most were quite pokey. The penny-farthing
bike’s large front wheel made it go fast. The bike’s name comes from two coins in Great
Britain. The penny was a large coin. The farthing was quite small. People in Prague, Czech
Republic, have a penny-farthing race every year. People even dress like they did long
ago. Sometimes it is not good to be hasty. But Psalm 119:60 reminds us that it is
good to hasten to obey God’s commandments.
AP Photos
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Leaf-cutter
on an alfalfa
blossom

Alfalfa needs
these bees.
Harvesting alfalfa

Have you ever eaten an alfalfa sprout? Then
you should be thankful for leaf-cutter bees.
The little bees help alfalfa plants to grow.
They land on the plant’s flowers. They gather
pollen. They spread pollen to other alfalfa
plants. Farmers will have good crops.
But leaf-cutter bees are in trouble. Scientists
study the little helpers. We need them.

V
R

A scientist pulls a leafcutter
nest out from a bee hotel.

R
p
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READ MORE

We read in Zechariah 10:1 that God gives showers of rain, to everyone the vegetation
in the field. Alfalfa is a crop used mostly for feeding cattle and horses. The blooming plants
have clusters of purple flowers. These contain pollen that bees will carry from one plant
to another. This helps more plants grow. Leaf-cutter bees were created to pollinate alfalfa
flowers. But most of these bees die before they can do the work. Scientists and
farmers want to learn why.
AP Photos
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READ MORE
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Russian valenki boots

sts

Valenki [VAL-en-kee] are warm boots from
Russia. They are made from thick wool felt.
Rich people used to wear them. Now many
people like them for the long cold winters.

READ MORE

READ MORE

Colorful, furry, and plain valenki were in a show.

These simple boots have been worn in Russia for hundreds of years. They are made from
sheep’s wool that has been felted. That means it has been washed in hot soapy water until it
mats together. Nomads in Asia wore felt boots over one thousand years ago. These work well
in places where winters are very cold but also dry. They are not waterproof. But they
are warm. Job 37:6 tells us, “For to the snow God says, ‘Fall on the Earth.’”
AP Photos
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Transportation is about how people get around. Bicycles are one
kind of transportation. There are many others in this picture.
And lots of silly mistakes. Can you describe 15 of them?
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It is a garden
for kids!
LESSON
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Garden playground
Gorillas doing well
Pen pals for decades
Count and match

Climb through a
fallen chestnut
tree. Find fossils
in a cave. See roots
underground. Visit
a bog. Plant veggies.
Climb a rope web.

READ MORE

There is so much
to do at this new
children’s garden!
Workers are putting finishing touches on the Alice H. Richards Children’s Garden at the
State Botanical Garden. Its grand opening is set for March 23 in Athens, Georgia. It also has
climbing walls, mastodon fossils, musical instruments that look like mushrooms, and a tree
house high in the treetops. It will be a fun place to visit. God promised His people in
Amos 9:14 that they would make gardens when he brought them safely back to
the land He had given them.
AP Photos
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Now there are
more gorillas.

Men watch out for hunters.

Big gorillas live in thick
African forests. Once there
were not so many.
People made laws. No one
can hunt where gorillas live.
Doctors care for hurt animals.
Now there are over one
thousand gorillas.

Mountain gorillas are seen in
one of Rwanda’s national parks.

January/February 2019 • God’s Big WORLD
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READ MORE

2

READ MORE

Both 1 Kings 10:22 and 2 Chronicles 9:21 say, “Once every three years the ships of
Tarshish used to come bringing gold, silver, ivory, apes, and peacocks.” Mountain gorillas
belong to the ape family. They live in the misty forests along a range of sleeping volcanoes in
Rwanda, Uganda, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo. People worried that these gorillas
were dying out ten years ago. So they took steps to help protect all 600 animals. They
are pleased that now there are over 1,000. They would like to have more.

R
G

It felt like time stood still.
Lorraine
Knutson

Lorraine Knutson is on the right.
Merle Cantrell is on the left.

Two girls began writing
letters to each other when
they were teens. That was
65 years ago!
One lives in Minnesota.
The other lives on a small
island near Australia.
Mrs. K. flew to meet Mrs.
C. for the first time.
They felt “like two kids in
school,” says Mrs. K.

READ MORE

READ MORE

Red dot shows where Mrs. K lives.
Green dot shows where Mrs. C lives.

Lorraine Knutson lives in Minnesota. Merle Cantrell lives in Tasmania. They are 9,000 miles
apart! The two women are “pen pals.” They have written hundreds of letters to one another.
They have sent pictures. Mrs. C. does not have email. But now they have seen each other
face-to-face. They talked and talked. They have a forever friendship. Jonathan
and David became friends the very first time they met. They loved one another
deeply. Read 1 Samuel 18:1-5.
AP Photos
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Circle a number when you
find something in the picture
that matches that number.
How many daisy flowers?
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The Delta
Queen will
cruise again.
LESSON
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Riverboat sails again.
Amazing cat tongues
Sewing and sharing
Hidden pictures

This riverboat used
to steam down the
Mississippi River.
People spent the night
on it. But the boat is
made of wood.
A law said wooden
boats were not safe.
The Delta Queen has
not sailed in ten years.

READ MORE

The law has been
changed. The D. Q. will
travel the river again.
The Delta Queen was built just like the riverboats that traveled up and down the Mississippi
River over 200 years ago. It is made of wood. A law forced this boat to stop taking overnight
trips. But a new law will allow such voyages again. The Delta Queen will be fixed up. It will be
like a grand hotel once more. People used riverboats to travel for business all those
years ago. The same was true in King David’s time. Psalm 107:23 says, “Some went
down to the sea in ships, doing business on the great waters.”
AP Photos
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I’m scratchy and rough. I can flick and lick.
I am covered with tiny flat hooks.
Sometimes my hooks get stuck on fuzzy
things. That can be a problem.

What am I?

I have a big job to do. I help a cat scrub its
fur. Scientists want to build helpful things
that work like I do.

2
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Alexis Noel’s pet cat Murphy is helping her learn about cat tongues. How do they work? Ms.
Noel looked closely at a cat tongue. She saw hundreds of tiny flat hooks on it. The hooks pop
up when a cat flicks its tongue. They wet and scrub the cat’s skin. Ms. Noel wants to make
helpful things that work like a cat’s tongue. Our tongues can be helpful too! Psalm
35:28 tells us that we can use our tongues to praise the Lord.
AP Photos
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READ MORE

I am a cat tongue!

READ MORE

READ MORE

She
enjoys
sewing.

Mrs. Spell sews and sews. She makes shirts, dresses,
jackets, shorts, and pants for kids your age. Why?
Hurricane Harvey hit her town. It flooded homes.
Many children had no clothes to wear.
God gave Mrs. Spell a gift. She is a seamstress.
She is happy to give children new outfits.

Bernice Spell lives in Lake Jackson, Texas. The hurricane dumped a year’s worth of rain during
several days. She has made clothing for children four to six years old every day for over a
year. She finishes ten items each week. Then she gives them to a ministry at her church. It
passes the items on to families in need. This is what Hebrews 13:16 teaches when
it says, “Do not neglect to do good and to share what you have.”
AP Photos
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There are six things hiding in this drawing. But most of all there are silly
mistakes right in plain sight. How many can you find?

4
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Who can
solve this
mystery?
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Termite mounds
Saving parrots
Home port
Find the differences.

A plant scientist in Brazil found hundreds
of baked clay mounds. They stand taller
than a man. What are they?
He got help from a scientist who studies
insects. He says that they are termite
mounds. Some are thousands
of years old.

READ MORE

The mystery is this:
Where are the termites?

Roy Funch found hundreds of mounds spaced out in a desert. They are as tall as your dad or
taller. Some have baked in the hot sun for nearly 4,000 years. Stephen Martin studies insects. The
two cut into the mounds. Dr. Martin thinks they are made from dirt the termites tossed aside as
they dug their tunnels! But termites do not live under the mounds. Where are they? Even if the
scientists never find an answer, we can be sure that this is no mystery to
God. Colossians 1:17 reminds us that “In Him all things hold together.”
AP Photos
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Take care of the parrots.

H

Many of these birds lived long
ago in thick forests. But the
green parrots need help today.
Farmers cut down trees. Some
hunted the birds. A hurricane
hurt the forests even more.
Parrots died.

2
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Puerto Rico is the only place where the green Puerto Rican parrots live in the wild. There may
have been thousands of these birds 500 years ago. Farmers cut down many trees to plant
crops. Then hurricanes knocked down whole forests. Scientists have breeding centers for the
birds. They want forests full of the parrots once again. God wants us to care for the
animals He created. Read Psalm 27:23.
AP Photos
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READ MORE

People now work to protect
these beautiful birds.

The Healy is
guided home
by tugboats.

Sean Carrillo gets
ready for a big hug
from his son, Aidan.

Hurray! They are home!

Happy kids bounced up
and down. The Healy was back.
Their moms or dads had been out to
sea for 129 days. It was time for hugs!
Scientists and the crew worked on
science projects in the Arctic Ocean.

READ MORE

READ MORE

Now the big ice-breaker is back home.

The Healy helps
another ship
through the ice.

The U.S. Coast Guard Cutter Healy returned to Seattle from working in the Arctic Ocean.
The crew and scientists studied the temperature, salt content, and depth of ocean water.
Icebreakers are made to clear paths through the Arctic ice for other ships to get safely
through. The Healy can do that. But it is used mostly for research. God reminds Job
that He brings forth ice and frost. See Job 38:29.
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This family took pictures of their fun in the snow this winter.
But these double prints are not quite the same.
Can you find 12 differences? Use the hints that are given.

Look for colors.
Look for missing things.
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Look for things switched.
Look for different words.

R. Bishop

12/12/18 9:05 PM

